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Because we think, we are therefore capable of understanding. This is how humankind functions throughout life with the premise of causality – thinking 

about every cause we experience and conclude what the effect or consequence was       

  

Curiously, especially when confronted by some disaster, people (talmidei chachamim included) will weave controversial sorts of cause and consequence 

schemes that in time come to be viewed as improbable, even, at times, outlandish or ridiculous. 

The Mishnah (Avot 1:11) cautioned against such pronouncements when it taught: “Chachamim hizaharu be-divreichem shema…” The wise should be 

careful with what they say. 

 

[1] 

We find this cause and consequence scheme clearly stated in the Mishnah’s (Pirkei Avot 5) where we learn of Chazal’s thinking concerning seven natural 

disasters of varying degrees.  Gemara (Yoma 9a) expanded this Mishnah’s paradigm for the cause that led to a horrific historical consequences – the 

destruction of the first and second Beit haMiqdash.  

 

Whe are taught there that the destruction of the second Beit haMiqdash was attributed to sin’at chinam, senseless hatred, which was so rampant in that 

generation. But just how did that sin’at chinam manifest itself? 

 

Naphtali Zvi Yehudah Berlin [1816-1893] commonly known as Netziv, in the preface to his Ha’ameq Davar Bereishit offers an erudite analysis of how this 

hatred, at that time, developed and became full-blown. For after all, “that generation was replete with righteous tzaddikim who were thoroughly 

immersed in Torah studies.” (These were the Mishnah’s tanna’im – cw,) Yet, NeTZiV explains, when one sector saw another deviating in some way from 

the former’s accepted practice or adopting a different mode of practice, disgust became the seed of discord that developed into incredible social 

disintegration. 

. 

.[2] 

You can be certain that also with subsequent disasters, albeit more localized, rabbinic literature soon looked to formulate the cause/effect scheme. The 

Crusades [1096], and later on, the mass expulsion of the entire Jewish communities of Spain and Portugal, [1492 and 1497] were attributed by various 

rabbinic authors to the fact that the rampant practice for Jewish households was to maintain full-time gentile housekeepers. 

 

[3]                               

The Holocaust – well, of course, declared the Satmar Rebbe, Rav Yoel Teitelbaum: That was caused by the reform and secular conduct of Jewish life in 

Europe that led to widespread assimilation. And immediately after the earthquakes in the northern Tiberias area were attributed by some of today’s 

prominent Israeli rabbinic personalities as being caused by the rampant push of American reform leaders for recognition within Israel. 

 

[4] 

From here on, in the shared lines which follow, I tremble to the core in imagining and writing about an excruciatingly present-day nightmare that 

occasionally grips me. 

 

What if? Just, what if? What if, Heaven forbid, the State of Israel were to be overrun at once by all of its surrounding enemies? Could that  realistically 

result in a virtual third churban? 

What if, let’s say, Iran unleashes its secret store house of missles; Hezbollah with its 100,000 rockets joins the bloody campaign; Hamas, unrestrained, 

goes wild; Egypt and Jordan strategically ignore their treaty with Israel and join the melee? Syria and Iraq will also join in the “party”. And Qatar wouldn’t 

want to be left out of such a “holy” opportunity.  

The result - a third churban. Impossible! you maintain? 

Then let’s move on. If just theoretically this scenario would be possible, in the aftermath of the downfall of the State of Israel, as could be expected in 

time, all surviving segments would look back for good reasons and ask “Why?” על מה אבדה הארץ                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        

Let’s adopt the paradigm offered by the Netziv for the destruction of second Temple and see what contemporary conspiracy theories might sound like? 

 Israel’s liberal elite – The destruction of true democracy in the Jewish state because of chareidi minority segments of society and their Knesset 

representatives who were unfortunately needed for the formation of a right-wing coalition government. That did it1 

 Israel’s right-wing masses – When the left was elected that was the start of the churban. Leftism is deeper than a stain. It is an ulcer. 

   Ultra-orthodox chareidim spurred on by their rabbinic leaders would declare that when Jerusalem allowed stores to open for business, entertainment 

enclaves to function with an unrelenting wave of chillul Shabbat, and public transportation started to function, this was the prelude to the churban.  The 

holy city of Jerusalem became another Tel Aviv.  



 Satmar’s Eidah Chareidis and other closely aligned groups proclaimed that the assimilation of the reform and conservative sectors was the cause; 

the same disaster that resulted in the Holocaust. 

 Lubavitch bemoaned that they didn’t try hard enough to reach out sufficiently to every Jew. Now we must redouble our efforts to finally bring 

Mashiach. 

 Breslov’s same mantra will be repeated constantly that “All of life is a narrow bridge but there is no reason to be afraid.” 

 Dati leumi sectors might claim that we bickered endlessly amongst themselves whether the neglect of intensive Torah learning before going to the 

army may have resulted in the onset of the destruction. 

 IDF personnel will bitterly conclude: Why didn’t the chareidi world share in the burdens of defense. Was their blood any redder than anyone else’s? 

 Assimilated American Jews, by then long-alienated from Israel, triumphantly would declare:  It was to be expected! Israel created bitter conflict by 

endlessly oppressing the Woman of the Wall; they refused to recognize conservative and reform conversions; Trump moved the USA embassy to 

Jerusalem before any negotiations of a final solution; and Palestinian rights were sorely neglected. Where was the Jewish ideal of tiqqun olam? 

 American anti-Israel groups “You should learn the truth about the country you’re about to visit….even Birthright, for instance,  goes against Jewish 

morals.”  

Such senseless factionalism which in time could become the cause/effect schema of to explain, or, at least, offer an insight into our contemporary Israeli 

society even without a third churban.   בוכיה, עיני עיני יורדה מים על אלה אני . For this I bitterly cry. 

[5] 

Rav Yitzchok Zev Soloveichik, the Brisker Rav, escaped from Holocaust Europe and settled in pre-state Jerusalem. With the outbreak of the Arab riots 

leading up to the War of Independence, he decided to leave Palestine and return to Europe. There he estimated that he would feel safer. 

The word got out and reached Israel’s saintly second chief rabbi, Rav Yitzchok Herzog, who came to visit with the Brisker Rav to hear the matter directly 

from him.  

Rav Herzog listened attentively to all the halachic arguments that the Brisker Rav presented. 

And Rav Herzog simply retorted: There were two churbanot, and Hashem promised that there would never be a third.  

The Brisker Rav quietly acceded to Rav Herzog. He did not leave Eretz Yisrael notwithstanding his unyielding opposition to all of the Zionist plans and 

programs which he resented and resisted till his dying day. 

[6]  

If you’ve reached this point I am certain that at some level you may have ascribed a motivation to my writing as I did.  Some of you could 

condescendingly allege that I am nothing more than an unsettled cynic through and through for having formulated this fictitious drama. Some of you 

may conclude that formulating such talk is as a result of my being tendentious  rasha, an insidious scoundrel, for writing said what I did about major 

segments of the Jewish nation [most especially the Torah-true sectors].  

So, let me assure you that there is an altogether other purpose that I have. In reviewing the Torah-based sources concerning the second churban and 

especially the NeTZiV’s explanation elucidation concerning sin’at chinam, I was motivated to conclude that one of our greatest assets throughout our 

long national history contained within it seeds of destruction and downfall. Let me explain before you go. 

We have survived millennia by being a culture of robust machloket, a society given to all sorts of differing views and attitudes - in good times and bad. 

Our holy tradition has taught us that “Shiv’im panim laTorah,” our one Torah that we have can be applied in seventy different ways, so to speak – 

sometimes legitimate and other times inappropriate and unreasonable. 

My earnest hope is that we will witness yet another dictum of Chazal come true in our days: “Talmidei chachamim marbim shalom ba-olam.” If only 

our Torah scholars would together find a way to bring the Jewish world peace and harmony among themselves. As real life stands today [for good 

reasons, but not for here] this expectation eludes us.continue to 

Let me assure you that my unwavering belief is that the undeniable miracle of the State of Israel still endures and will continue to grow. Isn’t that what 

we ought to mean when we recite in the daily Modim berachah, סיך שבכל יום עמנו! על נ ? The miracle we live in will endure. 

 


